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ABSTRACT: Reaction rates on photocatalytic surfaces would often benefit greatly if minority photocarriers could be driven more efficiently to the surface through the manipulation of electric fields within the
semiconductor. Such field-induced manipulation of photocurrent is commonplace in conventional optoelectronics, but translation to photochemistry and photoelectrochemistry has lagged. The present work
demonstrates quantitatively that manipulation of the spatial extent of band bending via background carrier
concentration can increase photoreaction rates by a factor of five or more in the case of methylene blue
photodegradation over thin-film polycrystalline anatase TiO2. A quantitative photocurrent model fits
closely to experimental rate data with no adjustable parameters.


INTRODUCTION

Thin-film semiconducting photocatalysts currently find applications in self-cleaning windows and
other weather-exposed surfaces,1, and in anti-microbial3 and anti-fouling coatings.4 Reaction rates on these
surfaces would often benefit greatly if minority photocarriers could be driven more efficiently to the

surface5 through the manipulation of electric fields within the semiconductor. Such field-induced
manipulation of photocurrent is commonplace in conventional optoelectronics, but translation to the
specialties of photochemistry and photoelectrochemistry has lagged considerably. In these latter contexts,
studies of near-surface band-bending have been reviewed6 and have focused mostly on the effects of
externally applied fields,7,8 adsorption,9 particle size,10-13 metal deposition,6 crystallographic orientation14
and surface reconstruction.15 Yet in optoelectronics, the primary methods for manipulating photocurrent
involve the control of background carrier concentration and the use of semiconductor heterostructures.
Heterostructures have found limited use in photocatalysis,16,17 partly because of the complexities of using
polycrystalline wide-bandgap semiconductors with electrically active grain boundaries and partly because
of the difficulty in controlling background carrier concentration reliably. This latter difficulty is especially
pronounced because of challenges to carrier concentration metrology in wide bandgap materials,31 a
dearth of dopants having shallow donor or acceptor levels,18 effects of poorly-controlled concentrations
of native point defects serving as donors or acceptors,19,20 and effects of charged defects at grain
boundaries.39 Although the need for defect engineering to resolve these issues is becoming better
recognized,21-23 progress on that front will undoubtedly take time. In the meantime, a quantitative
demonstration remains lacking that manipulation of electric fields within a photocatalyst by conventional
means (especially via background carrier concentration) can improve photoreaction rates. The present
work fills that gap in the case of methylene blue (MB) photodegradation over polycrystalline anatase TiO2
in thin-film form.
TiO2 is a wide bandgap (3.2 eV) semiconductor that is commonly employed for photocatalysis24,25 as
well as other applications where band-bending is important, such as gas sensors.26 Among TiO2’s special
merits for these applications are low cost and non-toxicity.27-29 The literature on MB photodegradation by
TiO2 is voluminous,30-40 making this reaction a useful, well-characterized test case for unambiguously
demonstrating phenomena that result from band manipulation. In the present work, we controlled the
photocurrent primarily via the width of the space charge layer (SCL) near the thin-film surface, which
2

was in turn controlled through the background concentration of charge carriers. We varied the carrier
concentration via film thickness,18,41 exploiting the fact that the donor concentration ND scales inversely
with final growth thickness due to a progressive decrease in the interface area residing at grain boundaries
that is available for accumulating excess charge. This effect felicitously avoids the need for extrinsic
dopants, which engender complications that could affect reaction rates such as segregation to the surface.
The existing literature already recognizes the importance of near-surface electric fields to surface
photoreactions. For example, Wilson and Idriss14,15 demonstrated significant changes in acetic acid
photodecomposition in response to manipulating the last-layer atomic arrangement of the rutile (001),
which propagated into quantified changes in surface barrier height  and by implication, near-surface
electric field. By contrast, the present work measures and manipulates ND, and develops a quantitative
photocurrent model that fits closely to rate data with no adjustable parameters.


METHODS

Photocurrent model. The basic approach of this work compares the variation of MB reaction rate
vs. ND with the corresponding variation predicted by a model for photocurrent. The following description
of the photocurrent model assumes n-type material (which is true for the anatase used here), but analogous
arguments can be made for p-type semiconductors in depletion. The polycrystalline anatase is
approximated as a uniform medium. Grain boundaries are accounted for implicitly through their
contribution to ND and the minority carrier lifetime. As the experimental results will show, this
approximation is remarkably accurate.
The reaction rate equals the mathematical product of the surface photocurrent and the likelihood P
that a photocarrier arriving at the surface will induce a reaction event. The total rate of current flow Jpc of
holes to the surface is given by the sum of drift (i.e., electric-field driven) and diffusion components.
Under steady-state conditions, the total photocurrent density of minority carriers to the surface is given
by:42
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J pc  J dr  J diff
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where Jdr and Jdiff are the drift and diffusion current densities, respectively.
For a light-absorbing semiconductor in depletion (as opposed to accumulation or inversion) with
spatially uniform ND, the governing equation for the photocurrent induced by illumination is given by:43
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Here Jpc denotes the photocurrent, J0 denotes the photocurrent with unit internal quantum efficiency, i.e.
if all absorbed photons were converted into collected electron-hole pairs (EHPs), α is the absorption constant, Lp is the hole diffusion length, W is the width of the SCL, q is the elementary charge, I is the optical
intensity, h is Planck’s constant, R is the reflectance of the sample and ν is the frequency of the incident
light. In equation 2, the first term in parentheses represents the drift component of the photocurrent, while
the second term after the plus sign represents the diffusion component. The drift current is computed
based on the assumption that the electric field within the SCL sweeps to the surface all minority charge
carriers created by photons. This assumption is reasonable for the anatase used here, as detailed in the
Methods section.
The exponential term e-αW originates from the conventional depth dependence of photocarrier
generation as the penetrating light is progressively attenuated by absorption. Equation 2 indicates that Jpc
depends exponentially on the SCL width W. There are two distinct ways to control W: 1) variation of the
bulk doping concentration/type (i.e., the position of the bulk Fermi energy via ND), and 2) variation of the
surface potential VS (i.e., the position of the surface Fermi energy). W depends upon ND and VS according
to:44
4
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where ε and ε0 respectively denote the relative permittivity of the semiconductor and the permittivity of
free space. Substitution of equation 4 into equation 2 and factoring out J0 yields an explicit form for photocurrent that depends upon carrier concentration and the surface potential:
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Figure 1. Comparison of drift and diffusion currents in thin-film anatase under 365 nm illumination. The
contribution from the drift component dominates under all conditions.
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Figure 2. Predicted variation of the width W of the space charge layer in anatase with donor concentration
ND. Also shown are the penetration depth for light at 365 nm, as well as the estimated minority carrier
diffusion length for the anatase.
Figure 1 shows the photocurrent’s dependence on donor carrier concentration as computed with
equation 5, with parameters for anatase estimated as detailed in the Methods section. The drift compenent
of Jpc dominates for carrier concentrations that are typical of anatase.18 Importantly, the drift compenent
rises substantially as ND decreases from this level down to about 1014 cm-3. At this point, the drift
component (and Jpc) has risen to a value roughly a factor of 30 above the “typical” level. A decrease in
ND leads to an increase in Jpc because the SCL width W increases as ND declines, as indicated in equation
4 and shown in Figure 2. The penetration depth of the light is larger than W, and the minority carrier
lifetime is sufficiently long for virtually all carriers to survive while traversing to the surface. Increasing
W therefore increases the volume of semiconductor that can be harvested for minority carriers. The drift
component plateaus at carrier concentrations below 1014 cm-3 because W has increased beyond the
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Figure 3. Variation of n-type carrier concentration for TiO2,41,40 prepared by the same methods used for
this study. Carrier concentration was measured by capacitance-voltage techniques. 18 The line is a guide
to the eye.
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Variation of ND with film thickness. To control the carrier concentration without using extrinsic
dopants that can affect reaction rates due to surface segregation, we exploited the fact that the donor
concentration ND scales inversely with thickness in anatase as exemplified in Figure 3. Similar trends had
been reported for other oxide materials such as ZnO and SnO2.45,46 In anatase, this variation originates
from a progressive reduction in the surface area of grain boundaries.18 Such boundary regions support
electrically active defects47 and serve as aggregation loci for charged point donor defects such as Ti
interstitials and O vacancies.48 Lowering the area of such boundaries therefore leads to a decrease in ND.
Note that variations of photoreaction rate with TiO2 film thickness are already well documented in
literature.49-53 The rate typically increases with film thickness up to a point, followed by a plateau at
greater thicknesses that range widely from 140 nm to 5 μm. The usual interpretations presuppose that
photocarriers migrate to the surface via diffusion. In this view, the volume over which light creates EHPs
increases as the thickness increases, which in turn raises the photcatalytic rate. The rate ulimately plateaus
because the thickness exceeds either the diffusion length of photocarriers or the penetration depth of the
light. The present work interprets our rate variations in terms of carrier drift rather than diffusion. In all
data presented here, the film thickness lies above the photocarrier diffusion length (~10 nm)54 and below
the penetration depth of the light (~1 m at the usual wavelength =365 nm). The relevant volume of
photocarrier generation is determined by neither the total film thickness nor the photocarrier diffusion
length, but rather by the width W of the SCL. We control W via ND, which we adjust indirectly via the
film thickness. Although no plateau in rate is observed in the present experimental results, figure 2 predicts
a plateau below 1014 cm-3. The reason is that W exceeds the pentration depth of the light in this regime.
This connection between rate and penetration depth fits well with the common explanation that beyond a
film thickness greater than the diffusion length of the photogenerated EHPs, they will no longer reach the
surface. In the present case, the transport mechanism of photocarriers to the surface differs considerably
and allows for more facile rate manipulation via ND and VS.

7

Expermental Details. The TiO2 anatase films were synthesized using atomic layer deposition as
detailed elsewhere 41. Briefly, films were grown on commercial n-type Si(100) (Sb, 0.013 Ω cm resistivity,
2 cm _2 cm) at 400C. The precursors were Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4 (TTIP, Strem Chemicals Inc., 98%) and
H2O (deionized, no further purification), with N2 (SJ Smith, 99.999%) serving as the carrier gas. A full
growth cycle consisted of a TTIP pulse (8 s), N2 purge (10 s), H2O pulse (8 s), and another N2 purge (10
s). Film thickness was determined by ellipsometry.
XPS was performed in an ultra-high vacuum system (base pressure ~10-10 mbar) using a Thermo VG
Scientific ESCALAB 250 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer having a pass energy of 40 eV and a microfocused, monochromated X-ray source (Al kα at 1486.6 eV). Energy resolution was 0.3 eV (full width at
half-maximum). Specimens were secured to a stainless steel sample block with double-sided conducting
adhesive copper tape. Data processing and analysis was accomplished using the software XPSPeak and
its automatic fitting feature. The binding energy scale was referenced to the C 1s line of graphitic carbon,
set at 284.6 eV. The relevant spectral regions were all fitted with Shirley backgrounds.
UPS was performed using a Thermo VG Scientific ESCALAB 250 spectrometer with a helium
discharge lamp accessory. The lamp source provided He I (hv = 21.2 eV) photons, and the energy scale
was calibrated to a Ni reference. Specimens were biased for the He I spectra to induce narrowing in the
secondary electron tail. Spectra for the TiO2 specimens were referenced to the Fermi edge of clean Ni,
and changes in workfunction were monitored via the relative difference between the secondary electron
tails of the films and the Ni reference. Emited photoelectrons were collected normal to the surface.
BET was performed by conventional methods using a Micromeritics ASAP 2420 gas sorption
analyzer on film specimens weighing about 0.25 g.
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Figure 4. (a) UV-visible spectra of MB showing the absorbance before and after the photoreaction and
(b) regression curve indicating that MB degradation is consistent with a pseudo-first-order rate equation.
The intensity of the characteristic peak at 664 nm fell significantly after UV illumination. There was also
a concomitant shift in the peak position from 664 nm to 654 nm, indicative of oxidative de-methylation.
XRD was performed at room temperature with a high-resolution Bruker D8 diffractometer operated
at 45 kV and 40 mA with a Cu Kα1 primary x-ray beam (λ = 1.5406 Å). Data were taken over 2θ angles
from 20° to 60°.
Photoreaction rate measurements were performed in a custom apparatus comprising a reaction vessel,
a UV light source and a UV-visible spectrophotometer. The reaction vessel was a 25 mL flat-based beaker
made with borosilicate glass. The vessel was wrapped with aluminum foil in order to confine light within
the reaction vessel. A UVP Blak-Ray B-100 UV lamp served as the light source. The lamp housed a 100
W Sylvania H44GS-100M mercury spot light bulb emitting at a peak wavelength of 365 nm. A quartz
window was attached to the top of the reaction vessel, and the specimen was laid at the bottom normal to
the axis of the light source. UV light intensity was measured with a UVX digital radiometer coupled with
the UVX-36 sensor. The radiometer had an error of ± 5%, and the sensor had been calibrated using 365
nm wavelength light. For all photocatalysis experiments, the incident intensity was 300 µW.cm-2.
Optical absorption was monitored with a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer. Quartz cuvettes
with a path length of 1 cm were used to hold the reactant samples for spectrometry, with each cuvette
9

holding up to 3 mL of reactant. The UV-Vis spectrometer was controlled via a software interface
(UVProbe version 2.33) which enabled the collection of raw data of absorbance vs. wavelength of light
in the range of 200 to 800 nm. The MB was obtained from Acros MB hydrate pract. 75% (formula weight
of 319.85 gmol-1). Aqueous MB was prepared from a concentrated solution by dissolving 250 mg of
hydrate in 1000 mL of deionized H2O. (Automatic Sanitation Module, Millipore).
The photo-oxidation reaction was carried out batch-wise for 100 min with an initial MB concentration
of 5 µM at pH 6.4. The kinetics obey a pseudo-first order rate equation 31-33,55 given by:
6






where r is the reaction rate, kr is the apparent rate constant, CMB is the concentration of MB, and CH+ is
the hydronium ion concentration. CMB was monitored via the conventional Beer-Lambert optical absorbance law. Figure 4 shows examples of optical absorbance data taken over time, together with resulting
concentrations plotted in standard semilogarithmic form. In line with published literature, the initial absorbance peak at 664 nm shifted continuously over time to 654 nm, consistent with degradation via oxidative de-methylation.31 However, for concentration measurements, the absorbance was always monitored at 664 nm. Typical MB conversions over 100 min ranged from 20 to 80%.
Determination of Material Parameters in the Photocurrent Model. The values of α and the band
gap Eg were obtained through optical absorption measurements. Numerous values for α and Eg can be
found in the literature56-60 (examples shown in Table 1), but the values vary substantially with synthesis
method. We therefore measured these values directly.
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Figure 5. Fitting of equation 7 near the absorption edge at 365 nm. Eg was calculated from the slope and
intercept of the linear regression.

Table 1: Values of α and Eg obtained from plots of (αhυ)1/2 vs. hυ for a selection of five different
synthesis methods.
Ref. Synthesis
56
MOCVD
57
MethodSpin
Sol-gel
58
PLD
59
Coating
RF
Sputtering
60
ALD

α (m-1)
9.42x105
1.60x106
2.13x106
3.56x105
2.10x106

Eg (eV)
3.21
3.56
3.22
3.34
3.12

The absorption coefficient near the band edge for indirect allowed transitions can be expressed as:61
7











where A is the experimental absorption constant obtained via Beer’s Law. The value of α was determined
experimentally using UV-visible spectroscopy in absorbance mode. TiO2 films of varying thicknesses
were probed, and data for A vs. absorbance wavelength obtained, from which the value of α was directly
calculated. The data were subsequently fitted near the absorption edge at 365 nm (Figure 5) using equation
7 to extract the Eg through the slope and intercept of a linear regression. The average values of α and Eg
obtained this way were 6.93 x 105 m-1 and 3.24 eV respectively.
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Following the suggestion of Butler for TiO2,43 the minority carrier diffusion length Lp was
approximated with the assumption of a diffusion-controlled bulk recombination process. Within this
framework, Lp obeys:
8

 
  

      







where e and p respectively denote the mobility of electrons and holes. The calculated value of Lp is in
the range of 10 nm, assuming that the electron and hole mobilities equal each other.62 The value of ε was
set to be 55.63 In the photocurrent model, Lp appears in the compound term αLp (equation 5). The exact
value of Lp is not too crucial to the calculation of Jpc because αLp << 1.
The drift distance of holes is needed to justify the assumption that the electric field E within the SCL
sweeps to the surface all minority charge carriers created by photons. The drift distance can be estimated
from the product of the drift velocity pE and the carrier lifetime. E was taken to be its average value
within the SCL, given by equation 4, while p was taken to be 110-4 m2V-1s-164 (following the assumption
that p = e). The hole lifetime varies with the concentration of recombination centers in the material, but
has been found for anatase to be in the tens of ns range (~50 ns)65. The drift distance that results is in the
range of 1 – 10 m, far exceeding the thickness of the films examined here. Note that in all the
experiments, W is always contained entirely within the film thickness, although W = 282 nm lies just
below the thickness for the 300nm films.
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Figure 6. XRD patterns for 100, 200 and 300 nm films. The key peaks match the (101), (211) and (200)
orientations of anatase.
Crystalline Phase. Figure 6 shows X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for films with thicknesses of
100, 200 and 300 nm films. The spectra match well with the anatase phase of TiO2. The lines
corresponding to the (101) and (200) directions intensify with thickness, which implies improved long
range ordering for these orientations. Application of the Scherrer equation yields a crystallite size of ~50
nm that remains essentially independent of thickness.
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Figure 7. XPS spectra of a representative 300 nm film sample. The left spectrum shows the O 1s feature,
with the dominant peak at 530 eV (metallic oxide). The other peaks are assigned to OH groups at bridging
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sites or Ti-OH. The right spectrum shows the Ti 2p feature. The Ti 2p3/2 peak areas are in the expected 2:1
ratio with the Ti 2p1/2 peak, with the dominant peak belonging to Ti4+.
Film Composition. Figure 7 shows the XPS O 1s and Ti 2p features for a representative 300 nm film
sample. All O 1s spectra show distinct peak contributions at higher binding energy positions relative to
the main peak at 529.7 eV. These higher binding energy peaks represent OH groups existing as Ti-OH
(533.5 eV) or OH at bridging sites (531.5 eV). 66-69 The Ti 2p peaks comprising Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2 are
located at 458.5 eV and 464.2 eV respectively, with a peak separation of 5.7 ± 0.07 eV. The Ti peak
positions indicate an oxidation state of Ti4+. The lack of shoulders or even asymmetry in the peaks suggests
that little or no Ti3+ is present. Film thickness variations yeilded no significant variation in peak shape or
broadening. Figure 8 shows the O to Ti ratio calculated from the areas of the O 1s and Ti 2p peaks. The
ratio nominally averages slightly over 2.0, and does not vary appreciably with film thickness.
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O/Ti Ratio

2.2
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1.8
1.6
100

200
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Film Thickness (nm)

Figure 8. The ratio of O to Ti from XPS as a function of film thickness. No appreciable variation is
observed. The line represents a guide to the eye.
Porosity. The Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) and the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) methods were
used to probe whether reaction-accessible void volumes exist within the bulk matrix of the films. A nonporous Si wafer was employed for reference measurements. The results showed that no significant void
volumes are accessible to reactants, so that photocatalytic rates occur entirely on the exposed surface of
the anatase.
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Figure 9. Secondary electron tail for 100, 200 and 300 nm films. These He I UPS spectra indicate that
the workfunction for the films change little with thickness – to within 0.05 eV.
Workfunction Measurement. Figure 9 shows secondary electron tails for He I (21.2 eV) ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) of the films in the range 100-300 nm. The tails exhibit a small 0.05 eV
spread in workfunction, but with no particular trend. The average surface workfunction is 5.45 ± 0.025
eV.
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Figure 10. Initial MB photodegradation rates rates plotted against film thickness. Rates are normalized
to the value at 100 nm. Line represents a guide to the eye.
Methylene Blue Degradation Rate. Figure 10 shows the initial rates of MB photodegradation,
plotted as a function of film thickness. For convenience, the rates have been normalized to the rate of the
100 nm film, which degraded MB at an initial rate of 0.14 μM.hr-1.cm-2 for an initial MB concentration
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of 5 μM. Assuming that every surface site (with area density ~1015 cm-2) is capable of photocatalysis, this
rate corresponds to a turnover frequency of 1.210-4 s-1. The rate increases by nearly a factor of five as
the thickness increases from 100 to 300 nm.
The quantum yield, QY for the films can be calculated through the relation:
9



where r0 is the initial degradation rate of MB. The QY ranges from 2.210-4 for 100 nm films to 1.010-3
for 300 nm films. The reaction probability P of photocarriers that reach the surface obeys:

P

10

r0
J PC

The value of Jpc was estimated using equation 2, and the average value of the reaction probability com-

Improvement Factor

puted this way is 0.0021 ±0.0002.
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Figure 11. Improvement factor vs carrier concentration for experimental rate data (Figure 10) and
predicted Jpc (Figure 1), scaled to the corresponding values at a thickness of 100 nm. Rate data closely
track the predictions for Jpc.

Figure 11 shows a log-log plot of the same rate data plotted vs ND, with the vertical axis showing an
“improvement factor” for both experimental data and model predictions scaled to the corresponding
16

values at a thickness of 100 nm. The horizonal scale shows thicknesses in Figure 10 converted to ND via
the graph in Figure 3. The rate data closely track the predictions for Jpc. Note that equation 5 for Jpc does
not predict absolute experimental rates directly, since that prediction would presuppose a priori
knowledge of P. However, the model does permit a priori comparison of improvement factors.


DISCUSSION

Figure 12 shows the band scheme for n-type anatase TiO2 employed in this work. The Fermi level
within the bulk of semiconducting anatase obeys:
11





where Ei is the intrinsic level, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, n0 is the measured charge
carrier density, and ni is the charge carrier density of the intrinsic semiconductor (with no dopants or
electrically ionized native defects). We used the following parameter values that are typical for TiO2: ni
= ~10-7 cm-3, n0 = ND (~1016 - 1018) and Ei = EV + 1.62 eV. These parameters yield the Fermi energy in
the bulk as EF = EV + 3.09 eV to EV + 2.99 eV. The Fermi level at the surface, EFS was obtained via UPS,
and gave a value of EFS = EC – 0.66 eV. This value remained constant with variations in film thickness
(and therefore variations in ND). The difference qVS = EFS – EF yields a range for VS between 0.41 and 0.51
V.
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Figure 12. Band scheme for the n-type anatase employed in this work. Diagram assumes that the
polycrystalline material acts as a uniform medium. Numerical values for various parameters are shown
inset. Fermi levels are referenced from the valence band maximum.
Assessment of the Photocurrent Model. The correspondence in
Figure 11 between the experimentally measured improvement factor for the experimentally measured
rates and the predictions of the drift-based photocurrent model is remarkably good, especially considering
that the model contains no adjustable parameters – all parameters of the model were either measured or
derived from literature.
A comparison of the photocurrent model with the experimental result by Wilson and Idriss

15

is

particularly relevant. They examined the effect of crystallographic orientation of single crystal TiO2, and
suggested that changes in the quantum yield of acetic acid decomposition resulted from fixed charge
accumulation at the surface due to the local atomic coordination. They reported a change in quantum yield
of 2.5 times between the {001} and {11ose facets, comparable to the 2.7 times predicted by the
photocurrent model applied to the data they report.
Reaction Probability. The value of the reaction probability near 0.2% is in line with those reported
in the literature. Houas et al32 reported values of 0.12% and 0.14% for 290 nm and 340 nm light
respectively for his study on MB degradation, and Matthews reported a value close to 0.1%.36 The rate
limiting step of this reaction under present conditions is the conversion of water by photogenerated holes
to OH radicals.70 The value of P comprises many factors, including the efficiency of hole transfer to OH–
and the rate of electron-hole recombination at the surface. The hole transfer efficiency depends upon
surface attributes such as the presence of segregated impurities and the average crystallographic
orientation of the anatase, while the recombination rate depends upon these as well as other factors such
as the presence of supported metal particles and the concentration of adsorbed OH–.
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The films used in this study are undoped and chemical analysis via XPS reveals strong Ti 2p and O
1s peaks, with an example shown in Figure 7. Prior analysis of the carbon content in the bulk suggests a
carbon concentration of less than 0.2 at.%.18 As such, we assume that chemical impurities play little to no
part in our investigation.
Further Prospects for Improving Photocatalytic Rate. In principle, VS can also serve as an
independent variable for controlling Jpc via EFS. Equation 5 shows the variation in Jpc to be expected. EFS
is constant in the present work, probably due to Fermi level pinning. However, surface treatments of
various kinds can alter the density of states, as has been demonstrated in other semiconductor systems.7173

Ridding the TiO2 of more charged defects could conceivably decrease the carrier concentration from
1017 to 1014 cm-3. Jpc would then increase from about 5 μA cm-2 to 100 μA cm-2 which translates to ~1014
cm-2 s-1 extra charges; this represents an increase by a factor of about 20. If every photocarrier were to
stimulate a chemical reaction event, this photocurrent would be equivalent to roughly one hundredth of a
monolayer per second, or a catalytic TOF of about 0.1 s-1.
Relation to Particulate Photocatalysts. Particulate photocatalysts present an important application,
as many commercial photocatalysts are synthesized in particulate form and subsequently pelletized. For
these particulate catalysts, the nominal SCL is much larger than the particle diameter and the degree of
band-bending is also much weaker, in which case diffusion is the dominating mechnism for Jpc. With a
hole diffusion length of 10 nm and grain diameters of typically ~20 nm, band-engineering could start to
make a difference in charge promotion to the particle surface. If the particles are sintered to a good degree
for electrical contact, the particle network may then support the electric fields in a way similar to the
grains in a film, and band-bending could be used to manipulate the performance of the catalyst. That said,
the effect from band-bending wouldn’t be felt if the catalysts interact with strong electrolytes where the
potential everywhere is set by the redox couples within the solution.
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The photocurrent model should apply to particulate catalysts, given a means to accurately determine
and change parameters such ND and VS. Albery and Bartlett
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developed the potential distribution in a

spherical n-type semiconductor particle based on the Poisson-Boltzmann distribution. The band bending
is given by
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where r is the distance from the center, r0 is the radius of the particle, and LD is the Debye length given
by LD = (εkT/q2ND)1/2.
For particles with radii much bigger than W, the degree of band bending is given by VS=qNDW2/2ε,
which is equivalent to equation 4, while that for small particles can be expressed by VS=qr2ND/6ε. There
is a drive toward smaller catalyst particles in order to take advantage of the increased surface area for
catalysis, and in such cases, the key parameters to manipulate would be the relative permittivity of the
material, charge carrier concentration and the actual size of the particle. A promising material with high
relative permittivity can be found in tantalum oxynitride,75 where it had exhibited stability in aqueous
media, as well as the ability to function well under visible light.76 A key feature of this material is the
ability to tune its optical properties through varying the oxygen content relative to nitrogen, with a range
of bandgap from 1.85 – 4.0 eV possible.75 Application of tantalum oxynitride to photocatalytic water
splitting had also been demonstrated by Higashi et al, where highly stable water splitting over visible light
was observed.77
Implication for Photocatalytic Water Splitting. Photocatalytic water splitting involves the
decomposition of water through EHP mediated reactions for the primary purpose of producing H2 and the
literature is replete with studies on the use of TiO2 as the catalyst. The suitability of TiO2 for water splitting
is due to its bandgap (≥ 1.23 eV), conduction and valence band positions for the reduction and oxidation
reactions with water to take place, as well as its stability in aqueous media. A common strategy to improve
the performance of water splitting catalysts involves the use of noble metals such as Pt to “trap” the
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photoelectrons generated in the conduction band, leaving the holes behind to prevent recombination.
Studies on water splitting usually place emphasis on the photoelectrons since the reduction of water is
directly related to the production of H2. This is in contrast to air/water purification where photoholes are
the main initiators for the degradation of hydrocarbon based pollutants. Nada et al78 showed qualitatively
that the addition of electron donors such as methanol and lactic acid enhanced H2 production during
photocatalytic water splitting, while Li et al79 used pollutants such as oxalic acid and formaldehyde to
demonstrate that photocatalytic degradation of the pollutants can be integrated with H2 production, with
H2 production being enhanced when the pollutant species acted as hole scavengers. In the current work,
the implementation of band-engineering to improve hole supply for hydrocarbon oxidation will be
accompanied by an equal increase in the electron supply available for the reduction of water. In this way,
it is conceivable that H2 production rates through photocatalytic water splitting could be significantly
enhanced.


CONCLUSION

Photocatalysts resemble conventional optoelectronic devices in certain important respects. In both
cases, the semiconductor interacts with light via absorption or emission, and the efforts to develop
improved photocatalysts have accordingly focused heavily on bandgap engineering to improve solar light
absorption.80-82 However, performance also benefits in both cases by directing carrier flow via intentional
manipulation of internal electric fields. Although manipulation of such fields is standard practice for the
design and fabrication of optoelectronics, such methods are much rarer in the design of photocatalysts –
even in thin film form. The semiconductor band engineering required for such manipulation is presently
difficult for several reasons. Band occupation (as represented by carrier concentation) is difficult to
measure39 and control18 in wide bandgap oxides. Control is complicated by the existence of large numbers
of charged native defects having complicated defect chemistry19,20. Band shape near surfaces or interfaces
is also difficult to measure and control, as oxide surface and interfaces typically support electrically active
defects of varying amounts and types that depend sensitively on ambient conditions and synthesis
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conditions. In other words, successful band engineering requires significant defect engineering both
within the semiconductor bulk and at surfaces and interfaces. The importance of such defect engineering
for photocatalysis has been recognized previously,21,22 but standard practices developed in the
microelectronics industry 221,22,83-85 have diffused relatively slowly into the design of photocatalysts.21 The
present work represents a modest step in that direction.
In this work, the photocurrent model was used to predict changes in reaction rates through holemediated reactions with MB photo-oxidation as a model. Although the degradation of MB is initiated by
OH radicals, it is reasonable to believe that reactions initiated directly by hole attack on the model species
will be affected in a similar manner. Future studies on such systems, as well as anaerobic reactions
involving photo-reduction (e.g. degradation of azo dyes) will also add to the on-going discussion in this
field.
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